
Art Parade – culture rises up!
Stuttgart, 19th November 2009, from 2 pm on

All persons engaged in the cultural sector are most welcome to join the parade!

What is an art parade?
The Art Parade transcends a political demonstration. In an interdisciplinary procession of arts, it will 
show that Stuttgart’s culture is alive. The Art Parade incorporates and brings the city’s cultural 
diversity to the streets, demonstrating a lively and creative community. We stand for culture, arts, 
music, literature, film, theater and for Stuttgart. With the creative potential of the arts: new ideas, 
new solutions and masterminds, we are fighting for Stuttgart’s basic needs in the face of this crisis. 
Therefore, the art parade focuses on a constructive dialog between with the members of the 
municipal council.

Why join?
Financial shortages and cancelations are in store for many cultural institutions in Stuttgart. 
December 18th, the municipal council will terminally decide on the scheduled measures. 
Considering this it is all about solidarity with cultural institutions whose existence is urgently 
threatened. It is also very important to collectively show the big potential of the cultural life of 
Stuttgart and what it brings with; it makes communities more fruitful and it builds the cornerstone 
for a creative cooperation which unconditionally needs a sustainable sponsorship.

Where to?
The parade route passes several cultural institutions that leads to the city centre. The final 
manifestation will be in the town hall square. The art parade will conclude with a closing speech on 
the necessity of cultural sponsorship and education in times of crisis. Afterwards we will distribute 
our claims to the municipal council in the so called „Stuttgarter Appell“.

How to join!
The procession is coordinated by a team in association with the organisation kunst08+. All persons 
engaged in the cultural sector and all cultural institutions are appealed to register as soon as 
possible! Send us your logo and take part with your actions at the 19th November from 2 pm on!

You will find further information about the meeting point and the route on: www.artparade-
stuttgart.de and www.e-stuttgart.org.

Please confirm your participation as soon as possible at: artparade_stuttgart@yahoo.de.
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